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Whether you’re currently in the midst of creating a mobile app or already have one in the marketplace 
(congratulations!) this complete guide will show you how to optimize your app in app store to get more 
downloads.

Like any other product, discoverability is essential for an app to succeed. Without a solid marketing strategy, 
the app you’ve poured your time, resources, and energy into the massive mobile app market place.

That’s where marketing can help– but it requires your attention and investment.

The app marketing mix includes hiring user acquisition   services, running social media promotions, generating 
earned media coverage (public relations) and much more. Those are important, but you should first start with 
a fundamental     element which can’t be overlooked.

This e-book covers a very important, yet often neglected, app marketing technique — 
App Store Optimization.
 

INTRODUCTION
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ASO OVERVIEW
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WHAT IS APP STORE OPTIMIZATION?

ASO is the process of creating content that helps your app rank higher for specific keywords when people 
search the app stores.
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As the graph above shows, the number of apps on the 
four leading app stores has skyrocketed since 2010. 
That means there’s more competition for attention – 
given the rapid increase in users the app stores 
present a tremendous business opportunity. 

MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT CONTINUES TO EXPLODE

64%
36%

Apps that make money
Apps that go unnoticed

Nearly two thirds, 64%, of these apps slip past 
consumer eyes due to a poor grasp on marketing 
strategies, which is why ASO can’t be overlooked.

Source: Mobile Statistics

Source: Adeven

It’s never too early to consider 
how you’ll make your app stand 

out across the app stores.
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Competition for user attention within app stores 
has never been fiercer, partially due to the ever-
increasing number of apps available. 

Get lots of downloads

Despite this, app developers often overlook their 
marketing. But without attention to ASO and 
other mobile app marketing essentials (PR, social 
media, advertising) a company will struggle to: 

Top a chart 

Be featured in an app store

ASO will help you get ahead of your competition and increase your app store search ranking.

Be Proactive About Your App Success 

The higher your app ranks in search results, the more visible it is to potential customers.

Although ASO marketing is both effective and budget friendly, it’s often underutilized or ignored by 
competing app publishers (so you’ll have an advantage)

It’s never too late to improve your app store optimization, and to 
keep fine-tuning and testing.

1

2

3

WHY YOU NEED TO OPTIMIZE



iOS Android

Two out of three people discover new apps through an app store search, which makes searches the #1 source 
for downloads. Far too many companies end up overlooking this essential resource...but since you’re reading 
this e-book, you’re already ahead of the game.
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HOW PEOPLE FIND APPS

“For the average app, search makes up the vast 
majority of installs. 12 percent of daily active 
users (DAU) search for apps daily, 50 percent of 
DAU search for apps weekly and Google sees six 
million unique phrases searched monthly.”

Ankit Jain 
Head of Search and Discovery for Google Play

63%
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50%

41%
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MAKE A GREATER PROFIT

Look at ASO as an investment to generate users. Test, analyze, 
and measure the ROI accordingly.

Higher App Search Ranking

Gets More Visibility

For More App Page Visitors

To Convert More Downloads

So You Make More Money
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Each app store has its own algorithm and ranking factors, but the most common factors that influence search 
rankings can be divided between what you can directly control (your content), and what you can affect.

ASO ELEMENTS:

Focus first on what you can control, then tackle the external 
search factors you can improve.

On the App Page Everywhere Else

You Directly Control You Don’t Directly Control

By and large, your app landing page is all yours to 
manage. How you present your app includes:

These store-controlled factors can be influenced by 
various app marketing techniques, including:

 App Title  Ratings and Reviews

 Description  External Links

 Keywords  Number of Installs

 Category  Uninstall Rate

 App Icon  Install Growth Rate

 Screenshots  Number of Active Users

Common ASO Factors
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Keep an eye out for news about search algorithm changes. As the 
stores deal with the tremendous boom in new apps, they’re 

working to improve discoverability.

iTunes App Store Google Play Windows Marketplace

App Title App Title App Title

Keywords App Description App Desc. 1

Category Category App Desc. 2

App Icon App Icon Keywords

Screenshots Screenshots Category

Ratings/Reviews Ratings/Reviews App Icon

No. of Installs External Links & G+1s Screenshots

Install Growth No. of Installs Ratings/Reviews

Active Users Uninstall Rate No. of Installs

Install Growth Install Growth

Active Users Active Users
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TOP SEARCH RANKING FACTORS IN THE BIG 3 STORES
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Ideally, the process of ASO should begin long before you launch. But if you’re set to launch now, or even 
already have an app in the stores, there’s still plenty you can do to improve your rankings in app store 
searches. This book will walk you through each step providing tips and tricks, resources and examples to help 
your ASO efforts.

HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY OPTIMIZE YOUR APP

Conduct Competitive Research

10 Steps to App Store Optimization

Choose the Right Keywords

Choose the Right Category 

Name your App & Optimize Title

Maximize the Keyword Field

Write a Compelling App Description

Create an Appealing App Icon

Create Descriptive Screenshots & 

Enhance Localization (if applicable)

Get Good Ratings and Reviews
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COMPETITIVE RESEARCH
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Identify your top 5 competitors and 
download their apps.

Identify and compare top 
features.

Read user reviews.

Conducting detailed competitive research is the very first thing you should do when preparing to launch 
your app.  Competitive research will take time, and should be revisited regularly (every quarter or 6 
months). You should also plan to evaluate any new entries into the market as soon as you can, and track 
your competitor’s progress. 

Keeping an eye on the competition will not only help you with ASO strategy, but with your overall product 
development and marketing efforts.

1

2

3

5 Steps To Gain Competitive Insights

Compare pricing and 
monetization. 

Identify popular store categories.  

4

5
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1. IDENTIFY YOUR TOP 5 APP COMPETITORS

First, list all of the apps that have similar functionality and/or value to users. Look for app 
collections/lists, evaluate your target category in the stores, and do some searching. 

How To Pick Just 5 Competing Apps

Identify how similar they are to your functionality and user value. Focus on the 25 closest to 
your app.

Then evaluate the keyword rankings for those 25 apps. Run a keyword search in the app 
store and note the order in which each of the 25 apps appears. Consider running a search 
for your primary and secondary keywords.

Create a shortlist of the 10 apps that have both a strong similarity and keyword ranking. Ex-
clude apps that rank lower for your primary and secondary keywords.

Collect user ratings for the short list. Select the 5 apps with the strongest ratings.

In a popular category, there will be many prominent apps. Your 
top 5 list should include some of them, but also 1 or 2 apps that 

meet your criteria but aren’t as well known.

1

2

3

4

5
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RESOURCE: APPNIQUE

Try the free Appnique basic tool to get competitor suggestions for one app before or after you launch. But 
manually conducting a deeper analysis to identify your closest competition gives you more insights into the 
market you’re entering.

Add Your App
Search for your app or add it manually

Analyze Your App

This is for apps currently in the Google Play or 
iTunes app stores

Analyze Before Launch

This is for apps that haven’t yet launched. Let 
us do a pre-launch analysis helping you to 

identify keywords and competitors.

Competitor’s Name Similarity User Ratings Keyword Rankings              
for “Dating"

OkCupid Dating 90% 4.5 1

Tinder 95% 4 5

Skout 95% 4.5 8

DateHookup Dating 90% 4 3

PlentyOfFish 90% 3 2

EXAMPLE: For the Twine dating app, we identified the below 5 top competitors.

or

http://appnique.com/
http://appnique.com/


Twine OkCupid Dating Tinder

Uses Location Based Matching Uses Location Based Matching Uses Location Based Matching

Completely anonymous until you 
reveal yourself.

Browse Profiles and See Photos% Browse Profiles and See Photos

Even ratio of guys to girls Users can Rate Profiles Users can Like or Pass Profiles

Icebreakers to help you get the 
conversation going.

Broadcast Date Suggestions
Can Chat only when 2 people like 

each other

Requires Facebook Log in Sign up using Email Requires Facebook Log in

Perform a SWOT analysis based on app features. This will help you examine the strengths, weaknesses, oppor-
tunities, and threats to your app.
EXAMPLE: Below is the SWOT analysis done for Twine.

Strengths Weakness

Completely anonymous until you reveal yourself.
Guys might have to wait in Queue due to gender 
balancing.

Even ratio of guys to girls No separate sign up. Requires Facebook Log in

Icebreakers to help you get the conversation going.  Low visual content for users.

Opportunities Threats

Online dating fatigue with meat-market hook-up 
apps.

Many direct and in-direct competitors.

Most of the dating apps focus on  user’s appearance 
rather than personality

Top competitors already have large user base.

15

2. COMPARE APP FEATURES

Once you’ve downloaded the top competition, it’s time to dig in and learn more about them. You should spend 
at least 10 minutes on each app, and run through the entire experience. Make sure you really put the app 
through its paces. 

Note the features highlighted in their descriptions. Also note any insights you gain from your user experience.

EXAMPLE: Below is a sample features comparison analysis for Twine and its 2 top competitors.
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3. READ USER REVIEWS

App reviews can be a treasure trove of information. Read all the user reviews - not just the featured ones on 
the main app page - for each competitor’s app. You’ll soon identify the most-liked features, and the most 
disappointing/frustrating. Keep a tally to identify what stands out, and the features most-requested by users. 

EXAMPLE: Reviews from dating apps competing with Twine. 
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4. COMPARE PRICING AND MONETIZATION

There are many ways to monetize apps. Choosing the right method is crucial. You need to fine-tune your user 
experience with revenue in mind.

As you’re testing app features for your competitors, also note the monetization strategies employed. Note the 
prevalence and prominence of advertising - how disruptive is it for the user experience? What types of in-app 
purchases are available, at what price and how often? Is there a subscription, or a premium set of features?

1 month packages start at $9.99

3 month packages start at $23.99

6 month packages start at $29.99

12 month packages start at $39.99

3 month ($36.99 )

6 month ($59.99)

12 month ($89.99) 

OkCupid

Become an A-List member and get more amazing features that 
make OkCupid even better:

Browse profiles invisibly

Get special match search options

See who rated you highly

Message read receipts

Change your username

Store up to 5,000 messages

Upgraded Membership subscriptions are available in:

Payment will be charged to your iTunes Account at confirmation of 
purchase. 

Subscriptions automatically renew unless auto-renew is turned off at least 
24-hours before the end of your current three/six/twelve month period.

Your account will be charged for renewal within 24-hours prior to the end 
of the current three/six/twelve month period for $36.99/$59.99/$89.99. 

Subscriptions may be managed by the user and auto-renewal may be 
turned off by going to the user’s Account Settings after purchase. 

No cancellation of the current subscription is allowed during the active 
subscription period. 

EXAMPLES: Twine competitors OkCupid and PlentyOfFish offer monthly packages to add additional features.

POF’s
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RESOURCE: APP ANNIE LISTING
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When you’re searching for your primary and secondary keywords in the app stores during step one, note the 
categories most often listed for the top 20 apps in the search results. 

Here’s a screenshot of App Store search results for the keyword “dating”. Social Networking is the most 
popular category (16 of the top 20 apps) here. But some apps, like Tinder and Cupid Dating, are in the 
Lifestyle category. Twine is in the Social Networking category.

Chapter 3 offers more information on choosing the best category for your app.

5. REVIEW CATEGORIES



3

APP KEYWORDS AND 
CATEGORIES
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Selecting your app’s keywords and store category are the two most important decisions you’ll make for ASO. 
The keywords you target will be included in your app title, and should be used throughout your app 
description to help you rank higher in store searches for that word/phrase. 

The category you select, meanwhile, determines which bucket you’ll fall under in the store - and therefore how 
you might rank on store charts. Choosing the right category is also very important to your app’s search 
visibility and downloads. Your app’s keyword ranking and the number of downloads it may get can vary in 
different categories based on the competitiveness and popularity of each category.

This chapter outlines the steps you need to take in determining and implementing your app’s keywords. It also 
helps you identify the best category for your app.
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT KEYWORDS

One of the most important steps in ASO is choosing relevant keywords. They’re crucial to the visibility of your 
app in search results, and will ensure you reach the audience you’re targeting. 

Value: They can drive higher traffic volume if you rank well (in the top 3). 

Challenges: Although short search keywords are highly competitive, they’re not specific and generally 
drive less targeted users.

Value: They’re specific, so they generally drive more targeted users. They also have less competition.

Challenges: They drive lower traffic volume.

 Short Search Terms = 1-2 Words

 Long-Tail Search Terms = 3+ Words

Search keywords can be divided into two categories based on length: short search terms and  
long-tail search terms.
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT KEYWORDS

KEI = (Monthly Searches/30)²

Number of Competing

KEI Score Ratings:

< 0.001 = Poor keyword

0.001 - 0.010 = Good Keyword

0.010 - 0.100+ = Excellent Keyword

The keywords that work for your traditional web SEO are a great 
place to start, but shouldn’t be where you end for ASO. Consider 

misspellings, related words and terms  
used by leading app competitors.

1

2

3

Brainstorm: List keywords you think someone might use when looking for 
your app.

Research Competitor: Their app title and app store description is a great place to start. 

Shortlist 5 : Select them based on relevancy, search volume and your competitive analysis. Use the 
KEI formula (Keyword Efficiency Index) to target the most relevant keyword that also have a high 
search volume and low competition.

 3 Steps to Keywords Selection
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RESOURCE: SENSOR TOWER TOOL 
The Sensor Tower Tool allows you to search for an app and discover its possible keywords. Creating a free 
account, you can then track one app’s performance over time, across various keywords it suggests and you 
manually input. You can also search each keyword to see the app results. To track more than one app or add 
more keywords (along with other features) requires a paid subscription which starts at $79/month. However, 
the service offers a free 14-day trial.
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Run the list through Google Adwords Keyword Planner for additional keyword ideas and search volume by 

RESOURCE: GOOGLE ADWORDS KEYWORD PLANNER
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EXAMPLE: TWINE KEYWORDS

Below are the keywords Sourcebits selected for Twine using the search tools and KEI formula.

Keyword Avg. Monthly Searches on 
Google Search Competing Apps Keyword Efficiency Index

Dating 5,55,000 2062 0.012

Flirting 40,500 154 0.044

Flirting App 140 152 0.003

Dating App 3,600 2106 0.001

Flirt 2,01,000 722 0.021

Date 2,46,000 2827 0.006

Free Dating App 320 1332 0

Free Flirting App 20 81 0.002

Meet Singles 5,400 100 0.024

Find a Date 2,400 85 0.019

Meet Local Singles 1,300 20 0.06

< 0.001 = Poor keyword

0.001 — 0.010 = Good keyword

0.010 — 0.100+ = Excellent Keyword
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT KEYWORDS

Selecting the right category for your app can have many advantages, including a fair shake at getting into the 
top charts and driving more downloads. 

Google Play is a little more lenient in letting you choose an app category. It allows you to choose from a list of 
different categories and update it any time. But Apple reviews each category submission to confirm it matches 
what the app actually does. This means sometimes marketers and developers have no choice on which 
category their app will be listed under. 

But if you have some wiggle room with Apple, and/or have an app in Google Play, choose the best category 
for your app based on relevance and competition.

Shortlist two or three categories that are the most relevant to what your app does. (On the next three pages 
we provide a list of categories and definitions in the App Store and in Google Play).

Check the competition in these shortlisted categories. Ranking in the top charts for a highly competitive 
category will be extremely difficult, or even impossible, for many new apps. Choose a less competitive 
category so your app has the best shot at ranking highly in the top charts. 

Most popular Apple App Store 
categories in June 2014, by share of 
available apps.
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You can access this list of App Store categories through your developer account login.

Category Category Definition Examples

  Books
Apps with content that is traditionally offered 
in printed form and which provide extensive 
interactivity

Stories, religious texts, comics, eReaders, coffee table 
books, graphic novels

  Business
Apps that assist with running a business or 
provide a means to collaborate, edit, or share 
content

Document management (PDFs, scanning, file 
viewing/editing), VoIP telephony, dictation, remote 
desktop, job search resources, customer resource 
management, collaboration, enterprise resource 
planning, point of sale

  Catalogs Apps that curate a visual collection of goods 
or services for promotion or sale

Clothing, jewelry, furniture, hair styles, automotive 
parts, home improvement, motor vehicles

  Education Apps that provide an interactive learning 
experience on a specific skill or subject

Arithmetic, alphabet, writing, early learning and 
special education, solar system, vocabulary, colors, 
language learning, standardized test prep, geography, 
school portals, pet training, astronomy, crafts

  Entertainment
Apps that are interactive and designed to 
entertain and inform the user, and which 
contain audio, visual, or other content

Television, movies, second screens, fan clubs, theatre, 
ringtones, voice manipulation, ticketing services, art 
creation

  Finance
Apps that perform financial transactions or 
assist the user with business or personal 
financial matters

Personal financial management, mobile banking, 
investment, bill reminders, budgets, debt 
management, tax, small business finance, insurance

  Food & Drink
Apps that provide recommendations, 
instruction, or critique related to the 
preparation, consumption, or review of food or 
beverages

Recipe collections, cooking guides, restaurant 
reviews, celebrity chefs/recipes, dietary & food 
allergy, alcohol reviews, brewery guides, international 
cuisine

  Games
Apps that provide single or multiplayer 
interactive activities of skill or 
chance for entertainment purposes

Action, adventure, arcade, card 
& board, fighter, family, music & rhythm,  
platformer, puzzle, racing, role playing,  shooter, 
simulation, social, sports, strategy

 Health & 
Fitness

Apps related to healthy living, including stress 
management, fitness, and recreational 
activities

Yoga, muscle diagrams, workout tracking, running, 
cycling, sleep monitors, stress management, 
pregnancy, meditation, weight loss, addiction 
resolution, pilates, acupuncture/acupressure, Eastern/
Chinese medicine

  Lifestyle Apps relating to a general-interest subject 
matter or service

Shopping, real estate, crafts, hobbies, parenting, 
fashion, home improvement

  Kids

Apps designed specifically for children ages 
eleven and under.  Age-appropriate apps must 
be placed in one of three age bands based on 
their primary audience: 5 and under, 6 - 8, or 9 
- 11

Age-appropriate games, interactive stories, 
educational materials, magazines

  Medical
Apps that are focused on medical education, 
information management, or health reference 
for either patients or healthcare professionals

Skeletal, muscular, pharmaceutical, anatomy, medical 
record-keeping, diseases, symptom reference, 
companion devices (blood pressure, pulse, and so 
on), health tracking, education (EMT), radiology

CATEGORIES IN APPLE STORE
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Category Category Definition Examples

  Music
Apps that are for discovering, listening to, 
recording, performing, or composing music, 
and that are interactive in nature

Music creation, radio, music education, music 
streaming, sound editing, music discovery, 
composition, lyric writing, music collections, band 
and recording artists, music videos and concerts, 
concert ticketing

  Navigation Apps that provide information to help a user 
get to a physical location

Driving assistance, walking assistance, topographical 
maps, maritime, pilot logs/assistance, oceanic tides, 
road atlas, fuel finders, public transit maps, altitude 
calculation

  News
Apps that provide information about current 
events and/or developments in areas of 
interest such as politics, entertainment, 
business, science, technology, and so on.

Television, print, radio, or online news outlets or 
programs, RSS readers

  News stand Apps that offer interactive magazine or 
newspaper content Newspapers, magazines, other recurring periodicals

  Photo & Video
Apps that assist in capturing, editing, 
managing, storing, or sharing photos and 
videos

Capture, editing, manipulation, sharing, imaging, 
printing, greeting card creation, manuals

  Productivity Apps that make a specific process or task 
more organized or efficient

Task management, calendar management, translation, 
note taking, printing, password management, cloud 
storage, email clients, flow chart generators, audio 
dictation, simulation, data viewing

  Reference Apps that assist the user in accessing or 
retrieving information

Atlas, dictionary, thesaurus, quotations, encyclopedia, 
general research, animals, law, religious, how-tos, 
politics

Social     
Networking

Apps that connect people by means of text, 
voice, photo, or video. Apps that contribute to 
community development.

Interpersonal connections, text messaging, voice 
messaging, video communication, photo & video 
sharing, dating, blogs, special interest communities, 
companion apps for traditional social networking 
services

  Sports Apps related to professional, amateur, 
collegiate, or recreational sporting activities

Fantasy sports companions, college teams/
conference, professional teams/leagues, athletes, 
score trackers, instruction, sports news

  Travel
Apps that assist the user with any aspect of 
travel, such as planning, purchasing, or 
tracking

Flight tracking, multitime clocks, city guides, hotel/
rental car/air fare shopping, vacation planning, public 
transportation, travel rewards

  Utilities Apps that enable the user to solve a problem 
or complete a specific task

Calculators (standard, tip, financial), 
clocks, measurement, time, web browsing, flashlights, 
screen locks, bar code scanners, unit conversion 
tools, password management, remote controls

  Weather Apps with specific weather-related 
information

Radar, forecast, storms, tides, severe weather, local 
weather

...continued

CATEGORIES IN APPLE STORE
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Books & References Games

Business Action

Comics Adventure

Communication Arcade

Education Board

Entertainment Card

Finance Casino

Health & Fitness Casual

Libraries & Demo Educational

Lifestyle Family

Live Wallpaper Live Wallpaper

Media & Video Music

Medical Puzzle

Music & Audio Racing

News & Magazines Role Playing

Personalization Simulation

Photography Sports

Productivity Strategy

Shopping Trivia

Social Widgets

Sports Word

Tools

Transportation

Travel & Local

Weather

Widgets

CATEGORIES IN GOOGLE PLAY
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AppBrain provides free insights and 
stats on the Android app market, up-
dated daily.

RESOURCES: APPBRAIN & 148 APPS

For App Store stats about categories 
and general iOS app counts, 148Apps 
has put together a free metrics section.

http://www.appbrain.com/stats/
http://www.appbrain.com/stats/
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RESOURCE: SENSOR TOWER 
LEADERBOARD

Use the Sensor Tower Leaderboard to get an idea of your competition, check the estimated app worth of your 
direct competitors and find the best titles in each category. 

For example, let’s say you have built a notepad app. The two most appropriate categories for this type of app 
would be “Productivity” and “Utilities.” Which one of these is least competitive - and therefore the better 
option for your ASO? 

Look at the Estimated App Worth of the top 5 apps in both categories. This will give you an idea of the overall 
strength of that category. The category with the lower total worth of the top 5 apps will be less competitive, 
so you have a better chance of ranking in that category.
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 Apps in Utility Category 

RESOURCE: SENSOR TOWER 
LEADERBOARD
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APP NAME, TITLE  AND 
DESCRIPTION 
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Picking the right app name, title and description can make all the difference in ASO. To make your app easily 
discoverable and rank in app store search results, you must have a unique app name and relevant keywords 
included in your app title content. 

This chapter guides you through the process of picking the right app name, writing an optimized app title and 
drafting a description that will entice people to download your app.

?
?WHO

ARE
YOU?
?
?

?
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PICK THE RIGHT APP NAME

The name you give your app is central to brand recognition, so it’s essential you choose something unique, 
thoughtful, and relevant. Remember: changing your app’s name post-launch can be very inconvenient and of-
ten leads to a drop in rankings.  When it comes to naming your app, a great deal of brainstorming is required. 
With so many aspects to consider, we’ve compiled a list of our top 5 naming tips.

Be Unique: 

Much like your app idea, the app name must be unique. Before green-lighting your new name, 
double check there’s nothing similar already in circulation.

5 Tips for Picking an App Name

Keep it Simple: 

When it comes to your app name, short and sweet is the way to go. Also make sure it’s easy 
to pronounce, spell, and remember. Think “Twine”, “Vine” and “SnapChat”.

Be Descriptive: 

An app’s name should describe its functionality, like “WeChat”, or create a visual effect in the 
user’s mind, like “Angry Birds” and “Cut the Rope”.

Use Rhymes: 

Take the time to pair words that rhyme. Rhyming words, like “SoundHound”, make the name 
more interesting and memorable. 

Check Availability:  

Purchase your domain name and set up social media accounts before finalizing your app name, 
since both will play a big part in your marketing efforts. 

4
Twine Uses

www.twine.me
For the Custom Facebook URL

www.twine.me
For Twitter 

https://twitter.com/twineapp
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http://www.Twine.me
http://www.Twine.me
http://www.Twine.me
http://www.Twine.me
http://www.Twine.me
http://www.Twine.me
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Choosing the right name for your app can be one of the most challenging steps in app marketing. Here are 
some useful and fun tools to help you craft the perfect name for your app.

Dot-o-Mator provides domain name suggestions by 
selecting a list of words for the beginning and end of 
the domain. It combines the starting and ending words 
given by a user.

Conduct a survey of potential app names to get feedback from 
your target market. We also recommend  doing a search in the 
app stores to find apps with the same or similar name to make 

sure it’s unique.

Panabee is a simple way to search for domain names, app 
names, and company names. Describe your idea in 2 
words to get name suggestions.

Wordoid helps you create made-up words that are 
unique and catchy. You can select from up to 5 lan-
guages, and even mix and match languages to create a 
unique name.

This smart domain name search and name storming tool 
helps you find the perfect domain for your business 
brand, startup, company, app or blog.

This domain name generator delivers suggestions for 
based on the primary and secondary words you enter.

RESOURCES: NAMING TOOLS
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THE IMPORTANCE OF YOUR 
APP TITLE

Your app's title indicates what your app does to the store search engine. It’s the first consideration in the 
algorithm - making it the most important factor in improving your search ranking across the app stores.

To optimize your app title and improve ASO, be descriptive after the name of your app include primary key-
words, make the most of the character limits available. In Google Play, your title can have 30 characters. In the 
App Store it can have 255 characters.

EXAMPLE: OkCupid made its titles “OkCupid Dating” to help push it to the #1 ranking for the keyword.

App 
Name

Insert
Keyword 

Description

Your App Title

+
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Keywords will not interfere with your branding strategy. Users 
can’t see keywords in the app title until they arrive on your app’s 

page since the app title is truncated in category listings,  
top charts, and search results.

WHY INCLUDE KEYWORDS IN THE 
APP TITLE?

Apps with keywords in the title rank, on average, 10.3% higher than those without a keyword in the title.
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EXAMPLES: KEYWORDS IN 
APP TITLES

Zillow ranks #1 for “real estate", “apartments for sale“, “homes for sale“ and “apartments for rent” keywords 
in Apple’s App Store.
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After your app title, the keyword field in the App Store is the 2nd most important element of ASO for an iOS 
app. Select the best possible keywords for this field and you’ll greatly improve your app’s visibility google Play 
doesn’t have a keyword field because it uses keyword from the description copy.

MAXIMIZE THE APP STORE

Choose your keyword field copy wisely. You can’t edit it without a 
new app version upload.

Use Every Space: Make the most of iTunes’ keyword field 100-character limit.

7 Tips to Maximize Your Keyword Field

Don’t Guess: use Google AdWord Tools to identify the best possible keywords for your app.

Follow the Trifecta: When it comes to keywords, remember the three must-haves: relevancy, 
high search volume, and low competition.

Punctuation Matters: Separate keywords with commas.

Avoid Replication: Don’t use the same keywords you used in the app title - they’re 
already being targeted.

Follow Store Rules: Don’t use other products’ trademarks or competitors’ app 
names in the keyword field.

Localize: If your app’s available in multiple languages, include search terms from those 
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Your app description is a critical component in ASO - it’s how you convince users to download your app. While 
the description is not searchable in Apple’s App Store, it is searchable in Google Play and other stores. But 
searchable or not, your description plays a vital role in your app marketing.

 Check and double-check for misspellings, line breaks and 
character count. 

WRITE A COMPELLING 
APP DESCRIPTION

Say it Fast: Describe your app clearly, including its primary use, in the first two lines 
(360 characters) of your description. The App Store hides the rest behind the “Read More” link.

5 Steps to Optimize Your App Description 

Share Outside Reviews: Feature social proof to show visitors that your app is well liked, 
Include mentions of your app in famous blogs, newspapers or magazines.

 

Show the Value: List the main features of your app and explain how it works.

Keep it Simple: Avoid being too technical, and be careful of typos or grammatical errors.

Encourage Downloads: Don’t forget your call-to-action text - such as “Download Now” - to 
trigger a user’s decision to download your app.

1

2

3

4
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Take a look at the Twine app description before and after ASO. As you can see, we included a social proof, 
primary keywords and highlighted app features in the new description. We also clearly explain the Facebook 
login requirement to ensure users won’t be surprised after downloading the app. 

EXAMPLE: TWINE APP 
DESCRIPTION BEFORE & AFTER

App Description Before ASO App Description After ASO



5

APP ICON, SCREENSHOTS 
AND VIDEO PREVIEWS
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Your app icon is the very first thing users see when they’re browsing through the store. It’s what grabs 
attention and makes someone click to find out more. Screenshots are the next images users see - and they 
have to tell a story.  A beautiful app icon and descriptive screenshots will dramatically increase the likelihood a 
user will read your app description - and ultimately decide to download your app. A video preview can also 
add marketing value.

The graphic design of your app - from marketing content like the icon and screenshots to the look and feel 
within the app itself (reflected in the screenshots) - is a critical component of your success. At Sourcebits, our 
motto is ‘Design-led Engineering’. We invest tremendous time and effort to design beautiful and compelling 
visuals and user experiences for the mobile apps we create.

From books to blogs, there are thousands of resources that dive deeply into the details of mobile app design. 
This chapter provides a brief overview of the visual elements to consider - from an ASO perspective - when 
creating your app icon, screenshots and video preview.
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5 App Icon Design Tips
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APP ICON - THE FIRST 
VISUAL IMPRESSION

Your app’s icon is the first visual that people will notice, making it central to your app marketing strategy.  A 
strong icon can boost your click-through rate in search results, as well as install rates on your app page. It can 
also improve your daily usage by standing out on a user’s phone screen

Show Value: Create an icon that reflects the key functionality of your app.

Avoid Text: Don’t use words (although a single letter is popular for branding) within your app 
icon. The icon should graphically describe a word, idea, or functionality. 

Simple and Clean: Select one object that clearly describes your app.

Consider a Border: A border can make your icon stand out on any phone back-

Be Consistent: Match colors and styles used throughout your app design.
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EXAMPLES OF GREAT APP ICONS
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CREATE DESCRIPTIVE SCREENSHOTS
Many app page visitors make the decision to download an app based on how attractive it looks in the screen-
shots. They often barely read the app description. This makes your screenshots an essential element to your 
app marketing efforts.

5 Tips For Eye-Catching App Screenshots

Strong First Impression: Make sure your first screenshot is the strongest visually. It 
must clearly display the core function of your app.

Use The Space: Make good use of all available screenshot slots - 5 for Apple’s App Store, and 
8 for Google Play and Windows. Each screenshot is an opportunity to generate a download. 

Tell a Story: Feature the screenshots in sequential order to demonstrate what your app 

Explain with Text: Add marketing copy or short phrases describing each screenshot. Social 
proof or small testimonials can also help to convince a visitor to download your app.

Test Designs: Run A/B tests of screenshot variations using tools like Atomico and Sparkpage.
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EXAMPLE: SCREENSHOTS

Twine displays its key app features & functionality with descriptions on each screenshot.
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Tastemade displays its functionality in a creative way by creating the illusion of one image 
across multiple screenshots.

EXAMPLE: SCREENSHOTS
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EXAMPLE: SCREENSHOTS

Zillow displays its key app features and functionality with each screenshot. It also has a strong message on the 
first image, and tutorial boxes to describe each screen’s core function.
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EXAMPLE: SCREENSHOTS

Sleep Cycle displays its functionality with each screenshot. Note the hint of bedsheets in the background - and 
the helpful environment shot to illustrate recommended placement.
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EXAMPLE: SCREENSHOTS

Transit displays its key app features and functionality with each screenshot. Note the bolded text to emphasize 
key phrases, and the phone colors to match on-screen signals.
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EXAMPLE: SCREENSHOTS

Pocket displays its functionality with a visual design that almost looks like a pocket. Each screenshot includes a text 
description, but the images also tell a connected story.
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CREATE CONVINCING 
VIDEO PREVIEWS 

In addition to your icon and screenshots, both Apple’s App Store* (with iOS 8 launching in the Fall of 2014) 
and Google Play offer publishers the option to upload a video preview of their app. It’s a great marketing tool 
to drive downloads, but it’s also a high-effort piece of marketing content to produce.

A video demo serves as a commercial, and should focus on selling the features and functionality of your app. 

There are thousands of vendors - across a wide range of costs - available to produce an app demo video. In 
addition to in-store promotion, the video can be used for other marketing efforts. Send it to media before your 
launch, post it on YouTube and Vimeo, promote it on your social media channels and place it prominently on 
your marketing site.

* Note: At the time of publishing, Apple had not released video rules for the App Store.

Given the impact a video can have - and the various uses for it - developers should take advantage of the op-
portunity to publish one in the app stores. 

The quality of the video reflects the quality of your app - so put time and effort into producing a strong demo 
video.
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MAKING APP DEMO VIDEOS

12 Tips for Great App Videos

Keep it short: Apple’s App Store video previews can only be about 30 seconds, while Google 
can go as long as 120 seconds.

Look professional: Pay attention to the details that make a polished video: lighting, 
editing, camera angles, smooth transitions, graphics and special effects.

Be clear and concise: This is a commercial for your app - focus on conveying a strong mes-
sage that sells it.

Match tone and style: The video sets an expectation for the user, and the visuals, music and 
script should appeal to your target audience.

Front-load content: Attention spans are short. Showcase the top features in the first 10 to 15 
seconds of the video.

Tell a story: Put the app into context. Demonstrate how people use the app with real-
world, in-hand examples.

Use metaphor: An apt comparison can make people instantly connect with 
your app. 

Have a Call to Action: End your demo video with a clear next step for the 

Add voice and text: Write a script and explain what’s happening/the value of specific 
features. Add on-screen text for emphasis.

Keep it updated: As your app evolves, make sure your demo video also gets refreshed to 
reflect new features, user flows, etc.

Remember the teaser: Pick the best possible thumbnail preview to entice users to play the video.

Respect copyrights: Only use music and visuals that you have the rights to use.
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EXAMPLES: VIDEO DEMOS

RetailMeNot 

Draft Kings 

The video preview clearly explains the 
app features, with voice over and text. 
There is also a call to action to 
download the app in the last frame.

The video preview clearly explains the 
app features with voice over and text at 
some places. There is also a call to ac-
tion in text to download the app in the 
last frame.

RetailMeNot

http://youtu.be/AOOcj1mFkw4
http://youtu.be/AOOcj1mFkw4
http://youtu.be/bJ7bJASleTw
http://youtu.be/bJ7bJASleTw
http://www.apple.com/
http://www.apple.com/
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EXAMPLES: VIDEO DEMOS

Yahoo Mail 

Need for Speed Most Wanted 

Again, the video preview for the Yahoo 
mail app clearly explains the app 
features, with voice over and text in 
some places.

The video preview does not have a 
voice over, but clearly explains the 
game features with text.

http://youtu.be/qb-v99ocLds
http://youtu.be/qb-v99ocLds
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ea.games.nfs13_row
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ea.games.nfs13_row


6

APP LOCALIZATION AND 
RATINGS
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Do you have a plan for global distribution? If you haven’t thought about your international opportunities - you 
should. The majority of iPhone and Android users don’t speak English. Half of the countries in the top 10 list for 
downloads and app revenue are from Europe and Asia. Localization - at the ASO level - is a necessary step if 
you want to reach a wider audience. (It’s also recommend to localize inside the app whenever possible.)

Your app ratings are another important ASO factor that impacts your search rankings. Of course you can’t 
control what your users say. But this chapter provides tips on how to encourage more users to rate your app, 
and also how to leverage their feedback.

HallaBONJOUR

Ola

HELLO
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MAXIMIZE APP REVENUE 
WITH LOCALIZATION

To maximize your app’s revenue, you should start thinking beyond the U.S market. Expand your app audience 
through localizating your app for various languages & geo locations. A 200-app research report by Distimo 
showed that after adding native language translation for an iPhone app, the average weekly downloads from 
the respective country increased by 128% and app revenue increased by 26%.

Make sure to get your translations right. Hiring a professional 
translator could quickly pay off. Follow the techniques mentioned 
in the earlier chapters to optimize app title, description & keyword 

fields for each language version. 

What are the best languages to localize your app?

Based on the number of devices in different geographic locations:

 Spanish, French, Chinese (Traditional & Simplified), Japanese, Korean, Portuguese and Italian. 

How do you localize your app for different languages?

1. The hard and expensive way: Build multiple versions of your app with the in-app content in different 
languages. This requires a lot of design & development hours - and money. If your audience gets large 
enough, it may be worth the investment down the road.

2. The simple and cost effective way: Create translated versions of your app metadata - the title, 
description & keywords - in different languages. Publish your app, with the translated ASO content, in the 
relevant country stores (every other country gets the English version).
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TOP APPLE APP STORE COUNTRIES

When determining which countries to target for ASO localization, consider industry trends and report about 
international market adoption revenue. Below is an App Annie report on the top 10 countries by download and 
revenue in 2013 vs. 2012. 

IOS Rank 2013 Country Rank Change vs 
2012 Country Rank Change vs 

2012 

1 United States - United States -

2 China - Japan -

3 Japan - United Kingdom -

4 United Kingdom - China +4

5 Russia +5 Australia -1

6 France -1 Canada -1

7 Canada - Germany -1

8 Germany -2 France -1

9 Australia -1 Russia -

10 Italy -1 Italy -

Download Revenue



Below is the 2013 App Annie data for app downloads and revenue in Google Play, by country.
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TOP GOOGLE PLAY COUNTRIES

Google play 
Rank 2013 Country Rank Change vs 

2012 Country Rank Change vs 
2012 

1 United States - Japan +1

2 South Korea - South Korea +1

3 India +1 United States -2

4 Russia +2 Germany +1

5 Brazil +2 United Kingdom -1

6 Germany -1 Taiwan N/A

7 Japan -4 France -

8 Mexico +3 Australia -2

9 Spain -1 Hong Kong +9

10 Thailand +5 Canada -1

Download Revenue



Smartphone Penetration in Top 5 Spanish-Speaking Country
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BEST MARKETS FOR 
SPANISH & FRENCH

Spain

Chile

Mexico

Argentina

Peru

17.5% 35% 52.5% 70%

Smartphone Penetration in 2 Major French-Speaking Countries

France

Canada

56.3% 57.5% 58.8% 60%55%
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BEST MARKETS FOR 
PORTUGUESE & ITALIAN

Smartphone Penetration in 2 Major Portuguese-Speaking Countries

Portugal

Brazil

10% 20% 30% 40%0

Smartphone Penetration in 2 Major Italian-Speaking Countries

Switzerland

Italy

17.5% 35% 52.5% 70%0
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Why you should translate your app into:

Japanese

Japan has 46.1% smartphone penetration, and 
also represents one of the largest revenue-
generating markets. Culturally, Japanese users 
prefer to read app information in their native 
language.

Korean 
South Korea - home to Samsung - has a 
whopping 73% smartphone penetration.   

Smartphone Penetration in 3 Chinese (Mandarin)-Speaking Countries

Singapore

Hong Kong

22.5% 45% 67.5% 90%0

China

Japanese
46.1%

Korean
73%

BEST MARKETS FOR CHINESE 
(MANDARIN), JAPANESE & KOREAN
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BUILD RATINGS AND REVIEWS 
WITH APP MARKETING

Good ratings and reviews are critical to ASO and your app’s ultimate success. Not only do they highlight ways 
you can improve your app, ratings and reviews also contribute to search rankings within the app store, helping 
you to market your app more effectively. Users also shy away from low and unrated apps, so keep an eye on 
your score.

Prominently Request Feedback: Ask for feedback from users whenever and wherever possible. Add a 
feedback call to action on all marketing platforms, including your social media profiles and your website.

4 Tips to Improve Ratings and Reviews:

Provide Customer Support: Enable unhappy users to reach you directly. Include contact information in your 
app description and have a support section on your website. Be sure to reply to unhappy users quickly.

Solicit User Ratings: Create alerts and pop ups to invite users to rate your app after 10 days of 
use. If they like your app, ask them to share their experience with their friends on social media.

Engage on Multiple Channels: Hold contests and promotions through email marketing and 
across your social media channels to gather more reviews.

1
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In addition to improving your rankings, 
app reviews provide valuable insights 
you can leverage in your marketing 
and your product.

Discover new keyword ideas by 
identifying repeated words in both 
yours and your competitor’s reviews.

Identify the most-liked app features noted in reviews. Showcase them in your app screenshots to improve 
your click-through rate.

Improve your app’s features by considering 
user suggestions and feedback.

Copy all the review text into one document and create a word 
cloud to see what appears most often.

  RATINGS AND REVIEWS 
OFFER INSIGHTS



7

ASO GETS RESULTS 
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TWINE ASO: A POST-LAUNCH 
CASE STUDY

Throughout this book you’ve followed the ASO process for Twine, a dating app launched in July 2013. Source-
bits, which also designed and developed the app for Spoonjuice, implemented the below ASO strategy after 
launch. It went live as part of the second app update.

What Sourcebits did for Twine ASO 

Based on our keyword analysis, we targeted “flirting” and “dating” keywords.

We updated the app title from “Twine” to “Twine – The 1st Intellectual Flirting & Dating App” in the 
App Store and “Twine – Flirting and Dating” in Google Play to include keywords.

We changed the app description to reflect Twine’s key features & user selling points, added press 
coverage details in the first 2 lines and included keywords throughout the description.



Keyword Ranking Before 
ASO

 Ranking After 
ASO

Ranking Before 
ASO

Ranking After 
ASO

Dating 417 32 Not Ranking 104

Flirting 27 2 Not Ranking 12

Flirting App 19 2 Not Ranking 13

Dating App 269 7 256 98

Free Dating App 281 8 Not Ranking Not Ranking

Free Flirting 
App

19 2 Not Ranking 18

Flirt 119 49 Not Ranking 51
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THE RESULTS:

Search Ranking Gains

Dating +385 +1958

free Dating App +276 +557

Dating App +262 +531

Flirt +70 +189

Meet Singles +61 +161

Flirting +25 +52

Free Flirting App +17 +36

Flirting App +17 +36



Keyword

Matchmaking 1 2

Flirting 2 4

Online Dating 3 12

Dating 15 40

Date 54 200

Flirt 46 N/A
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TWINE CANVAS ASO:  
A PRE-LAUNCH CASE STUDY

After the success of Twine, Spoonjuice hired Sourcebits to design, develop 
and manage the launch of a second dating app. In January 2014,  Twine 
Canvas launched in the App Store. 

But before the launch of Twine Canvas, Sourcebits developed an ASO 
strategy to provide maximum app discoverability from day one. 

What Sourcebits did for Twine Canvas ASO

Based on our keyword analysis, we targeted “dating”, “flirting” and “matchmaking” key-

We submitted the app with a keyword-optimized title: “Twine Canvas – Online Dating, Flirting & Per-
sonality based Matchmaking.”

We wrote a keyword-optimized app description that emphasizes app functionality in bullet points.

The Results
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ABOUT SOURCEBITS

About Sourcebits:

Since 2006, Sourcebits has designed, developed and 
launched hundreds of apps for iOS, Android and 
Windows. 

Having taken 30+ apps to the Top 10 in their 
categories, Sourcebits knows that the key to an app’s 
success is discoverability. How people find an app 
starts and finishes with a well-executed launch and 
ongoing marketing.

To make sure you get the most out of your app 
marketing, contact us today to discuss our ASO 
services and help get your app discovered. 

info@sourcebits.com
415.288.3697

mailto:info@sourcebits.com
mailto:info@sourcebits.com

